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Where do students use the  
library during finals? 

 

• Connections to wireless access  points 
on April 21, 2014 were obtained from 
Information Technology, mapped to 
Thiessen polygons, and used as a proxy 
for patron locations. 

Measure and map the free  
space per range 

Convert new book call numbers  
to “addresses” and geocode  
them on “streets” (ranges) 

Create a heat map to  
examine book density 

How do new acquisitions  
affect shelving space? 

First floor, 8 am – 10 pm 

Patron distribution at 1 pm 

Select the ranges with limited capacity and combine with 
the heat map to identify overcrowding problem areas 

10:00 pm 9:00 pm 8:00 pm 

7:00 pm 6:00 pm 5:00 pm 

4:00 pm 3:00 pm 2:00 pm 

1:00 pm 12:00 pm 11:00 am 

10:00 am 9:00 am 8:00 am 

• Patrons congregate towards the front of the library 
and the south side. 

3rd floor 2nd floor 

1st floor Lower 
Level 

• Patrons heavily use the first floor and lower level, 
with a preference for the south side. 

What is GIS?  
Geographic Information Systems can be thought of as “computer mapping.” By 
organizing data in a number of layers, it allows users to gather spatial data and 
analyze it in a number of ways.  

   How can libraries use GIS? 
   • Libraries can use this technology to  
   answer questions they may have about  
   the layout of  the  library, location of  
   materials, patron activities, or anything  
   else that can be mapped. 
   • This poster uses GIS to better  
   understand the impact of new book  
   purchases on shelving  space.  It also uses 
   the number of connections to wireless  
   access points to examine patron 
distribution. This information can help guide facilities upgrades, OPAC locations, 
and potential safety concerns. 
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